
Biopulsar-Reflexograph®

Biodynamic Electro-Chirogramme

• for a quick bioenergetic diagnosis of 43 organ zones

• for individual tolerance testing of products and remedies

• for the sales promotion of your products and therapies

fast • sensitive • verifiable • reproducible • easy to operate 



 The Reflex Zone Biofeedback
The word “biofeedback” is a description for biological control 
mechanisms. It is composed from the Greek word “bio” = life, 
life processes and the English word “feedback” = reaction. 
Reflex Zones or “somatotopies” (from the Greek words “soma” 
= body; and “topos” = place, position, location) are areas on the 
skin surface, which have connections to the internal organs and 
body structures. 

The interpretation of the energetic condition of a reflex zone 
serves as a method of diagnosis and treatment for regulating the 
internal organs and the psyche. 

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® 
The Biopulsar biofeedback system is a modern, multifunctional 
diagnostic device for the PC, based on the biofeedback of the hand 
reflex zones. Within a few minutes a complete bioenergetic analysis of 
43 organ zones is generated.

Through a Biopulsar’s reflex zone biofeedback scan profound 
knowledge can be obtained about the bioenergetic field (aura), the life 
force condition of individual organ zones and organ networks, poten-
tials, causes of field disturbances and paraesthesia.

Areas of Application 
In the modern therapy practice the reflex zone biofeedback 
can be used for individual product and remedy testing, allergy 
and compatibility testing, control measuring, holistic Aura 
and life counseling, mental training and proactive medicine. 

The Functionality of the Device 
 ● The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Biofeedback system is a 

highly sensitive biomedical measuring device, working 
in accordance with the EC safety regularities . 

 ● The concept of the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Biofeedback 
System is based on Eastern and Western holistic philoso-
phies and medical sciences. 

 ● The presentation of the energy system of the human 
body can be seen in different ways, e.g. through the live 
biofeedback of the organ reflex zones in real-time, the 
dynamical whole body aura, the colour vibrational fre-
quency of the organ zones, the activity of the chakras 
and much more.

 ● The Biopular-Reflexograph® Hand Sensor is a high re-
solution receiver for biomedical signals of measurings  
taken from the palm’s reflex zones. Every 500 millise-
conds (real-time) bio-data of 43 organ zones are mea-
sured and transferred to the PC. Through the Biopulsar’s 
various software programmes the data is processed and 
presented in different graphic representations. 

 ● There is no exposure to the body of harmful or interfe-
ring frequencies during the process. In comparison to 
many other diagnostic devices that emit harmful radiati-
on, only low frequency, absolutely harmless impulses are 
used for the measuring of skin resistance. Therefore, the 
Biopulsar can be used on highly sensitive people, people 
with pacemakers or pregnant women.  

 ● A detailed measuring of the whole body only takes a few 
minutes. Since the measuring is done via the hand there 
is no discomfort in having to undress. Immediately the 
results can be viewed in a clearly arranged format on 
your computer screen.



Through the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Biofeedback System you can 
offer your clients various services such as:

 ● Advanced bioenergetic health check-up

 ● Analysis of interfering fields and pain tendencies

 ● Allergy and tolerance testing

 ● Product and remedy testing

 ● Cellular stress detection, levels of exhaustion for individual 
organ zones

 ● Bioenergetic matrix analysis of the acid - base balance in 
the body

 ● Holistic life counselling

 ● Proactive healthcare

 ● And much more

Effectiveness Control
Through a before and after control measuring the effectiveness of a 
product or treatment can be instantly seen in detail, satisfying any 
doubt from the client. 

Energetic Disharmony Pattern
There are many people who feel unhealthy and who complain 
about undetectable discomforts like sleep disorders, irritability, 
indisposition, exhaustion, weather sensitivity, headaches, vertigo, 
susceptibility to infections and back pain. 

The Biopulsar’s reflex zone biofeedback measurement together 
with the aura picture establishes the different energy patterns, 
which can then be easily understood by the client.    

The results are validated by the subjective feelings of the patient. 
Through the figurative statement of the organ’s bioenergy (body 
language) the counsellor can understand the client much better. 

Increasing the Attractiveness and Success 
of your Business  

System requirement: PC/Notebook with the operating 
system Window 7 / 8, 10, screen, printer, digital camera (optional). 

The Coloured Holistic Energy Picture (Aura)
The coloured energy (aura) picture of the body and the vibration col-
ours of 43 organ zones instantly convey an extensive picture of the 
different energy syndromes in the body, which also play a role in the 
Eastern pulse diagnosis. 

The energy colours of the organ reflex zones give the educated 
healthcare practitioner information about:

In most cases, the biofeedback results correspond with the 
subjective feelings of the client.
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• the physical, emotional and 
mental  condition of a person

• the vitality of the organ zones
• acid-alcaline relation of the 

matrix
• cellular stress and exhaustion 

conditions
• the diversity of pain quali-

ties based on chi-fullness, 
chi-emptiness and chi-stasis 
(according of the TCM pulse 
diagnosis.) 



Tolerance Tests of Products 
The Biopulsar reflex zone biofeedback measuring is an opti-
mal method to quickly learn the distinctiveness of a person’s 
energy system and her/his individual reaction.
The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® system is a sensitive measuring 
device that quickly and harmlessly tests the reaction of the-
rapeutic products like Bach flower remedies, Schüssler Salts, 
homeopathic medicines, nutritional supplements, healing 
gemstones as well as food, thoughts, etc. 

It can show if a person’s aura is harmonised by a product or 
if any undesirable reactions (side effects) can be expected. 
Even the same medicine made by different manufacturers can 
cause different poeple to have different reactions. Thus, some 
medications may show a positive result with one person, and 
do absolutely nothing for another person with the same sym-
ptom. 

With the reflex zone biofeedback measuring an individual’s 
energetic response to a medicament or product can be tested 
in detail.

Proactive Healthcare 
Disharmonies in the aura exist long before they manifest phy-
sically into an organ problem or in the more extreme cases, an 
illness. This is the reason why patients complain about discom-
fort, even though regular medical tests show normality.

With a Biopulsar biofeedback measuring you can conduct pro-
active healthcare and holistic counselling. 

Training
We offer a variety of seminars at the Auramed Academy for 
working successfully with the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Bio-
feedback System. 

  
    What does the modular Biopulsar-Reflexograph®     
    Biofeedback Diagnostic System offer?

 ● Compilation of hardware and software modules, according 
to your personalised needs.

 ● Easy to view screen presentations and flexible Windows 
feature.

 ● Dynamic biofeedback analysis of 43 organ reflex zones 
for a clear and detailed bioenergetic syndrome diagnosis. 

 ● Variable settings of the measuring time – e.g. every 500 
milliseconds (real-time) a skin resistance measuring takes 
place through every one of the 43 biomedical sensors.

 ● Vitality graph gives you a sophisticated analysis of the 
actual processes as well as the stress potentials in the 
area of chronic problems.

 ● Green harmony line for instant display of any organ zone 
deviations from the ideal, optimum energy condition.

 ● Extended and comparison measuring features for the 
therapy control and product and remedy testing.

 ● Dynamic presentation of the Aura around the whole body 
for the analysis of the psycho-energetic constitution of a 
person.

 ● Summary list of each organ zone with the respective 
energy colour.

 ● Dynamic Chakra display with mathematical interpretation 
and text analysis according to Ayurveda.

 ● Databank Function: Every energy colour of an organ zone 
and every Chakra function can be shown with individual 
texts and pictures. Therefore, the user can create her/
his own repertoire of information, products or treatment 
protocols. 

 ● Record and playback function for short or extended 
therapy sessions. 

 ● Digital camera connection for the creation of personalised 
Aura and Chakra pictures.

 ● Extensive assistant software programmes for the diagnosis 
support:

  Fit-Active Sports & Fitness Software

  Personal Trainer Software

  Chromalive® Colour Light Application 

  Holistic Therapy Assistant

  Homeopathy Assistant

  Aurascope (ca. 21 pages interpretations text)  
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